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Abstract—Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
(OFDMA) as well as other orthogonal multiple access techniques
fail to achieve the system capacity limit in the uplink due to the
exclusivity in resource allocation. This issue is more prominent
when fairness among the users is considered in the system.
Current Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) techniques
introduce redundancy by coding/spreading to facilitate the users’
signals separation at the receiver, which degrade the system
spectral efficiency. Hence, in order to achieve higher capacity,
more efficient NOMA schemes need to be developed. In this paper,
we propose a NOMA scheme for uplink that removes the resource
allocation exclusivity and allows more than one user to share
the same subcarrier without any coding/spreading redundancy.
Joint processing is implemented at the receiver to detect the
users’ signals. However, to control the receiver complexity, an
upper limit on the number of users per subcarrier needs to be
imposed. In addition, a novel subcarrier and power allocation
algorithm is proposed for the new NOMA scheme that maximizes
the users’ sum-rate. The link-level performance evaluation has
shown that the proposed scheme achieves bit error rate close to
the single-user case. Numerical results show that the proposed
NOMA scheme can significantly improve the system performance
in terms of spectral efficiency and fairness comparing to OFDMA.
Keywords—Non-orthogonal multiple access technique, uplink,
spectral efficiency, fairness.
I. INTRODUCTION
The explosive traffic growth in mobile communications has
motivated research activities, in both academic and industrial
communities, to design the next generation (5G) of wireless
networks that can offer significant improvements in coverage
and user experience [1]. 5G wireless networks demand highly
spectral-efficient multiple access techniques, which play an
important role in determining the performance of mobile com-
munication systems. In general, multiple access techniques can
be classified into orthogonal and non-orthogonal based on the
way the resources are allocated to the users [2]. In Orthogonal
Multiple Access (OMA) techniques, the users in each cell are
allocated the resources exclusively and there is no inter-user
interference, hence, low-complexity detection approaches can
be implemented at the receiver to retrieve the users’ signals.
In the current mobile communication systems (such as Long-
Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced [3]), OMA tech-
niques have been adopted, e.g. Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiple Access (OFDMA) and Single Carrier Frequency
Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA). On the other hand, in
Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) techniques, all the
users can use resources simultaneously, which leads to inter-
user interference. Consequently, more complicated Multi-User
Detection (MUD) techniques are required to retrieve the users’
signals at the receiver.
Theoretically, orthogonal transmission is suitable for down-
link as it can achieve the maximum users’ sum-rate [4].
Also, it is more difficult to implement MUD techniques at
the user equipment due to the limited processing power. In
uplink, OMA is not optimal in terms of spectral efficiency, and
cannot achieve the system upper bound [5]. This issue is more
prominent when fairness among the users is considered in the
system [6]. Thus, to improve the system spectral efficiency,
NOMA techniques need to be adopted in next generation of
wireless networks. The optimal approach for NOMA is to
allow all the users to share each resource element (in frequency
or time domain), and the users’ power allocated through itera-
tive water-filling [7]. However, in the optimal NOMA scheme,
there is no control on the number of users that share each
subcarrier, which makes the MUD at the receiver infeasible.
Other techniques that allow NOMA (such as Code Division
Multiple Access (CDMA), Interleave Division Multiple Ac-
cess (IDMA) [8], Low Density Spreading (LDS) [9], etc.)
add redundancy via coding/spreading to facilitate the users
separation at the receiver. However, the introduced redundancy
will inevitably degrade the system spectral efficiency [10].
In this paper, we propose an uplink NOMA scheme for
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) without
coding/spreading redundancy. The users will use the subcar-
riers without any exclusivity, and at the receiver MUD will
be implemented for users’ separation. However, to control
the receiver complexity, the number of users in each subcar-
rier will be limited to a specific number. The main advan-
tages of the proposed NOMA scheme are: 1) Higher spec-
tral efficiency comparing to current OMA and NOMA tech-
niques. 2) Lower receiver complexity comparing to optimal-
unconstrained NOMA scheme. In addition, subcarrier and
power allocation algorithm for the new NOMA scheme will
be proposed. An evaluation of the link-level and system-level
performance of the proposed scheme will be carried out.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II presents the
proposed NOMA scheme along with the link-level perfor-
mance evaluation. In Sec. III, we propose subcarrier and power
allocation algorithm for the new NOMA scheme. In Sec. IV,
we evaluate the system-level performance of the proposed
scheme in terms of spectral efficiency and fairness. Finally,
concluding remarks are drawn in Sec. V.
II. BACKGROUND AND SYSTEM MODEL
The uplink single-cell scenario can be represented by a
generic Multiple Access Channel (MAC), where a set of users
K = f1;    ;Kg transmit to a single base station in the
presence of additive Gaussian noise over frequency selective
channels [6]. The available bandwidth is divided into a set
of subcarriers N = f1;    ; Ng, and a user k 2 K can
transmit over the subcarriers, with transmission power pk;n
over subcarrier n 2 N subject to individual maximum power
constraints Pk :
P
n2N pk;n  Pk. Using Shannon capacity
formula, the kth user rate (Rk) is given by
Rk =
X
n2N
log2

1 +
pk;nhk;n
2 + Ik;n

; bit/s/Hz; (1)
where hk;n is the channel gain of the kth user on the nth
subcarrier, 2 in the noise power per subcarrier, and Ik;n is
the interference the kth user will see on subcarrier n from
other users. The users’ power allocation over the subcarriers
can be optimized to maximize certain system objective, such
as spectral efficiency and fairness. In the generic MAC, users’
total transmit power (Pk) is the only constraint on the power
allocation optimization problem, and there is no constraint on
the number of users that share each subcarrier. In this case,
the optimal power allocation that maximizes the users’ sum-
rate can be achieved through iterative water-filling [7]. Clearly,
without any constraint on the number of users per subcarrier,
a large number of users may be active on some subcarriers.
Consequently, the receiver complexity to separate the users’
signals will be very high, rendering the generic MAC infeasible
for practical systems.
For practical multiple access schemes, additional con-
straints are imposed to control the number of users that share
the same subcarrier. Let Sn be the set of active users at the
nth subcarrier, i.e., Sn = fk : pk;n > 0g. As a special
multiple access scheme, in OMA (e.g. OFDMA and SC-
FDMA), no more than one user can use the same subcarrier
at the same time. In other words, any OMA scheme can
be defined mathematically as jSnj 2 f0; 1g; 8n 2 N .
This constraint will ensure orthogonality among the users
and eliminates the inter-user interference, hence, single-user
detection can be used to retrieve the users’ signals. However,
this exclusivity in subcarrier allocation reduces the system’s
spectral efficiency and fairness, as the subcarriers allocated to
one user cannot be used by other users. In order to maximize
the sum-rate without the fairness consideration, the users close
the base-station will be allocated most of the subcarriers and
the cell-edge users will not be able transmit. More detailed
analysis of the OMA sub-optimality can be found in [5].
On the other hand, for NOMA schemes, this constraint
is more relaxed as more than one user can share the same
subcarrier, i.e., jSnj can be greater than 1. However, allowing
the users share the same resources requires MUD at the re-
ceiver. In current NOMA schemes (CDMA, IDMA, LDS, etc.),
redundancy is added to the users signals through spreading or
coding to allow low complexity MUD techniques. Clearly, the
spreading/coding used to facilitate the users separation reduces
the system spectral efficiency [10].
Under optimal power allocation in generic MAC, each user
will use only the subcarriers with good channel conditions,
and the subcarriers with bad channel conditions will have
zero power. Hence, as the users experience different and
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Fig. 1. Block digram of the proposed NOMA technique.
independent fades, it is very unlikely that all the users will
use all the subcarriers. However, some subcarriers may be
overloaded with many users active on them, which make the
receiver complexity to be infeasible. Inspired by these facts,
here we propose a new NOMA technique, in which the users
will be able to share the subcarriers, however, an upper limit
on the number of users per subcarrier will be enforced. Let
L, be the maximum number of users that are allowed to share
each subcarrier, the proposed scheme can be defined as
jSnj  L; 8n 2 N : (2)
By setting L K, the receiver complexity can be significantly
reduced. Hence, at the receiver, optimum MUD techniques
can be implemented with moderate complexity, without the
need for spreading/coding redundancy that reduce the system
spectral efficiency. The complexity of the optimum MUD for
the proposed scheme will be O(jX jL), where X denotes the
constellation alphabet, which is significantly reduced compared
to a complexity order up to O(jX jK) for optimum MUD
with generic MAC. The number of users per subcarrier can
be changed based on the system loading to balance between
the system spectral efficiency and the receiver complexity.
Comparing to OMA, the proposed scheme achieves higher
spectral efficiency by allowing more than one user to share the
same subcarrier. Comparing to the existing NOMA schemes,
no redundancy (spreading/coding) is used in the proposed
scheme, hence, more efficient utilization of the resources
can be achieved. Furthermore, the proposed scheme is more
practical to implement in real system in comparison to the
generic MAC. The conceptual block diagram of the proposed
uplink NOMA scheme is depicted in Fig. 1. Let ak 2 XMk
be the symbols vector of user k consisting of Mk modulated
symbols, where ak;n 2 X is the transmitted symbol of the kth
user on the nth subcarrier. As no spreading is implemented in
the proposed NOMA scheme, the transmitter side will be the
same as the one for OFDMA. However, as the users are not
restricted to exclusively use the subcarriers, at the receiver,
the symbols from L different users will be superimposed.
Hence, after performing OFDM demodulation operation at the
receiver, the received signal on the nth subcarrier will be
yn =
X
k2Sn
ak;n
p
hk;n + zn; (3)
where zn  N (0; 2) is the Gaussian random noise on the
nth subcarrier. The received signal yn is passed to MUD for
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Fig. 2. BER comparison for the proposed NOMA (with L = 2) scheme and
OFDMA.
signal detection. The optimal MUD, that achieves the optimal
performance in terms of error probability, uses the Maximum
Likelihood (ML) criterion in detecting the users symbols,
which selects the symbols sequence, a^n 2 XL, that maximizes
the likelihood function p(ynjan) given the channel observation
a^n = arg max
an2XL

  kyn   anhTnk2

: (4)
Here, an and hn are the vectors that contain the symbols trans-
mitted on the nth subcarrier and their corresponding channel
gains, respectively. Then, each user estimated symbols will be
passed to the channel decoder. The link-level performance of
the proposed scheme is evaluated and compared with OFDMA
in Fig. 2, where we show the Bit Error Rate (BER) versus
Eb=N0 (energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio)
for the proposed NOMA and OFDMA systems with BPSK
modulation. For NOMA, two users per subcarrier is used
(i.e., L = 2) and ML-MUD is implemented. Total number of
subcarriers of 64 with 15KHz subcarrier spacing is assumed.
ITU pedestrian B channel model [11] is adopted for generating
fast fading, and a half-rate convolutional code is used for the
coded case. As the figure shows, for the uncoded case the
proposed NOMA scheme experience small BER degradation
comparing to OFDMA. However, this performance loss is
almost vanish when coding is used. The results suggest that
for small number of users per subcarrier, the link-level of the
proposed NOMA scheme is close to the single-user case (no
inter-user interference).
III. SUBCARRIER AND POWER ALLOCATION
In this section, the subcarrier and power allocation for
the proposed NOMA scheme will be considered. Firstly, the
subcarrier and power allocation problem is formulated as sum-
rate maximization. Then, a suboptimal subcarrier and power
allocation algorithm will be proposed.
A. Problem Formulation
Here, we assume that the base station obtain the Channel
State Information (CSI), and based on the obtained CSI, the
base station assigns subcarriers and power to each user to opti-
mize the system performance. To formulate the subcarrier and
power allocation problem, let xk;n be the channel allocation
index such that xk;n = 1 if subcarrier n is allocated to user k
and xk;n = 0 otherwise. As the users’ signals superimposed at
the receiver, successive decoding will be assumed to perform
the joint processing. It is worth mentioning that the decoding
order does not affect the sum-rate, and any arbitrary decoding
order can be assumed. Accordingly, it will assumed that the
users are decoded in an increasing order of their indices.
Hence, the first user to be decoded, k = 1, will see interference
from all the other users k = 2;    ;K, and the second user to
be decoded will see interference from the users k = 3;    ;K,
and so on. Thus, the interference (Ik;n) each user experience
on each subcarrier with this decoding order will be
Ik;n =
KX
j=k+1
xj;npj;nhj;n; k = 1;    ;K   1: (5)
Consequently, the subcarrier and power allocation can be
formulated as follows
max
xk;n;pk;n
X
k2K
X
n2N
xk;n log

1 +
pk;nhk;n
Ik;n + 2

; (6)
subject to X
k2K
xk;n  L; 8n 2 N ; (7)
xk;n 2 f0; 1g; 8k 2 K; n 2 N ; (8)X
n2N
pk;n  Pk; 8k 2 K; (9)
pk;n  0; 8k 2 K; n 2 N : (10)
The constraint in (7) provides control on the number of users
per subcarrier. Unfortunately, this optimization problem cannot
be expressed as a convex one for two reasons. Firstly, the
binary constraint in (8) is a non-convex set, and secondly, the
interference term in the objective function (6) makes it a non-
convex function. Unlike the case in OFDMA, the constraint
in (8) cannot be relaxed to take any real value in the interval
[0; 1] to make the problem tractable [12]. In OFDMA, when the
constraint is relaxed the users are still orthogonal to each other.
If the binary constraint is relaxed for the proposed NOMA
scheme, all the users may interfere on each subcarrier, which
violate the main concept of our proposed scheme that only L
users are interfering on each subcarrier.
B. Suboptimal Algorithm
As it has been discussed, finding the optimal solution to the
subcarrier and power allocation problem (6 - 10) is intractable
and impractical. Therefore, suboptimal subcarrier and power
allocation algorithm with low complexity is presented here.
Let N uk represents the set of subcarriers that unallocated to
the kth user and not allocated to more than L other users, and
let N ak be the set of subcarriers allocated to that user. The
proposed algorithm consists of three steps: 1) Power Alloca-
tion: each user performs Single-User Water-Filling (SUWF)
over all the available subcarriers (N ak [ N uk ), considering the
interference from other users. Based on the power allocation,
the users’ rates over the available subcarriers are calculated.
Algorithm 1 Iterative Subcarrier and Power Allocation
1: Initialization: Put Ik;n = 0, N ak = ; and N uk = N ; 8k 2 K.
2: repeat
3: Power Allocation: Considering the interference from other
users, each user performs SUWF over (N ak [N uk ).
4: Subcarrier Selection: Find the best subcarrier (bk) for each
user: bk = arg max
n2Nu
k
Rk;n; 8k 2 K.
5: Subcarrier Allocation:
LRM: k? = argmax
k2K
Rk;bk .
GOM: k? = argmax
k2K
(Rk  Rak)
6: Allocate the subcarrier bk? to user k?:
Set xk?;bk? = 1; N ak? = N ak? [ fng.
7: if
P
k2K xk;bk? = L; then
8: N uk = N uk n bk? ; 8k 2 K.
9: end if
10: Update the interference (Ik;n) based on the current subcarrier
allocation.
11: until Rk;n = 0; 8n 2 N uk ; k 2 K or N uk = ;; 8k 2 K.
2) Subcarrier Selection: for each user, find the subcarrier
that has the maximum rate (selected subcarrier) among the
unallocated subcarriers (N uk ). 3) Subcarrier Allocation: based
on the users’ rates, one subcarrier (of the selected subcarriers)
is allocated to one user. Two subcarrier allocation approaches
will be considered. The first one (which is referred to as Local
Rate Maximization (LRM)) is allocating a subcarrier to the
user that has the maximum rate on its selected subcarrier.
The second approach (which is referred to as Global Objective
Maximization (GOM)) is to allocate a subcarrier to the user
that achieve the maximum increase in the objective function (6)
k? = argmax
k
(Rk  Rak); (11)
where Rak is the rate of user k using the subcarriers that already
allocated to that user, N ak . The algorithm will iteratively
allocate the subcarriers one by one until all the subcarriers
reaches there maximum limit (L) or the users’ rate cannot be
increased more. The detailed algorithm is listed in Algorithm 1.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the system-level performance of the pro-
posed NOMA with subcarrier and power allocation is eval-
uated through Monte Carlo simulation. A single-cell with
0:5 km radius is considered, where the users’ locations are
randomly generated and uniformly distributed within the cell.
The maximum transmit power of each user is 23 dBm and
the system bandwidth is 10 MHz consisting of 50 resource
blocks. ITU pedestrian B fast fading model and the COST231
Hata propagation model for microcell environment [13] are
adopted. Lognormal shadowing with 8 dB standard deviation
is implemented. The noise power spectral density is assumed
to be  173 dBm/Hz. The generic MAC with iterative water-
filling [7] and OFDMA with proportional fair (PF) subcarrier
and power allocation are used for benchmark comparison. The
generic MAC with iterative water-filling represents the upper
bound on the system’s spectral efficiency. Fig. 3 shows the
spectral efficiency comparison versus the total number of users
in the system (K), with maximum two users per resource
block for the proposed NOMA scheme. As it can be seen
from the figure, the proposed NOMA significantly outperforms
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Fig. 3. Spectral efficiency evaluation of the proposed NOMA technique.
OFDMA (as OMA technique) and achieves spectral efficiency
that is closer to the system upper bound (generic MAC).
As the total number of users is increased, the gap between
the performance of OFDMA and the system upper bound
becomes larger. On the contrary, NOMA is able to keep
an acceptable performance level. For example, at K = 50,
the proposed NOMA scheme achieves about 95% of the
system upper bound, while OFDMA only achieves 81%. Also,
it can be noticed that the two subcarrier allocation criteria
(LRM and GOM) achieve almost the same spectral efficiency
performance. To evaluate the fairness of the proposed NOMA
scheme, Fig. 4 shows the Jain’s fairness index for the proposed
NOMA and OFDMA systems. The Jain’s fairness index is
given by [14]
Jain’s fairness index =
(
PK
k=1Rk)
2
K
PK
k=1R
2
k
: (12)
Jain’s fairness index is bounded between 0 and 1 with the
maximum achieved by equal users’ rates. As the figure shows,
the proposed NOMA scheme (with both subcarrier allocation
criteria) is fairer comparing to OFDMA, even though propor-
tional fair subcarrier and power allocation is implemented for
OFDMA. This is due to the fact that in OFDMA when a
resource block is allocated to one user, it cannot be allocated
to other users, thus, some users will end up having no resource
blocks allocated or with very small rate. This performance gap
between the two systems is more significant at high number
of users. On the other hand, in the proposed NOMA scheme,
there is no exclusivity constraint, and the resource blocks can
be reused by other users within the same cell. Hence, more
users can be supported in the system. Furthermore, it can
be observed that the subcarrier allocation criterion GOM is
considerably fairer comparing to the LRM criterion. Thus, as
both subcarrier allocation criteria achieve the same spectral
efficiency, GOM can be considered superior to LRM. However,
GOM approach is relatively more computationally complex
comparing to LRM.
In order to quantify the effect of the subcarrier loading
(L), Fig. 5 shows the Jain’s fairness index for the proposed
NOMA technique with L = 2; 3; and 4. As the results show,
by allowing more users to share the subcarriers, better fairness
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OFDMA.
levels can be achieved. However, this will increase the receiver
complexity, thus, selecting the maximum number of users per
subcarrier need to be chosen carefully to keep the complexity
affordable. On the other hand, increasing the number of users
per subcarrier results in marginal increase in spectral efficiency.
Due to space limitation, the spectral efficiency comparison is
not presented here. Considering the results altogether, it can
concluded that the proposed NOMA technique achieves better
system performance in terms of spectral efficiency and fairness
comparing to OFDMA. Also, the spectral efficiency achieved
by the proposed NOMA is relatively closer to the system upper
bound.
V. CONCLUSION
5G wireless networks demand highly spectral-efficient
multiple access techniques to meet the ever-increasing traffic
growth in mobile communications. In this paper, we proposed
a novel uplink Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA)
technique, in which the users are able to share the subcarriers.
Optimum multi-user detection is implemented at the receiver
to separate the users’ signals. An upper limit on the number of
users per subcarrier have been imposed to control the receiver
complexity. Despite the inter-user interference, the proposed
NOMA scheme have shown to achieve link-level performance
that is very close to the single-user case. In addition, we have
developed subcarrier and power allocation algorithm for the
proposed NOMA scheme. The system-level performance of
the proposed NOMA scheme is investigated and simulation
results have shown that the proposed scheme significantly
improves the system spectral efficiency and fairness comparing
to orthogonal multiple access. Thus, the proposed NOMA
scheme can be considered as promising candidate for next
generation wireless networks. Future work will include further
study and investigation to evaluate the link-level performance
of the proposed NOMA scheme with different multi-user
detection and decoding techniques.
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